
the Indian Central Statistical Office. The extent of 
the casual part is analyzed as far as the work it 
creates and its commitment to esteem included.
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INTRODUCTION: 
In the mid-1950s, W. Arthur Lewis built up a 
hypothetical model of financial improvement 
dependent on the supposition that there was a 
boundless stock of work in most creating nations 

and that this immense pool of surplus 
work would be consumed as the 

a d v a n c e d  m e c h a n i c a l  
segment in these nations 

developed. It was in this 
way accepted the 

customary division 
i n v o l v e d  t r i v i a l  
d e a l e r s ,  l i t t l e  
makers and a scope 
o f  e a s y g o i n g  
occupations would 
in the long run be 
consumed into the 

c o n v e n t i o n a l  
economy and vanish. 

This contention turned 
out to be less persuading 

since the 1970s when 
contextual investigations on 

casual division in different pieces 
of the world started to uncover the 

profoundly dynamic presence of men, ladies and 
kids swarming at the base of the urban economy 
in Third World nations. Such a large number of 
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ABSTRACT: 

Little, casual endeavors assume a vital part 
in forming the development of a creating 
economy experiencing a procedure of 

basic changes. The casual division as 
characterized in the determination of the 
fifteenth International Conference of Labor 
Statisticians (ICLS), January 1993, comprises of 
unincorporated family unit undertakings which 
vary from formal endeavors as far as innovation, 
economies of scale, utilization of work 
concentrated procedures, and virtual 
nonappearance of very much 
looked after records. Despite 
the fact that the casual 
s e g m e n t  h a s  b e e n  
described as over, no 
obvious operational 
meaning of casual 
s e g m e n t  i s  
accessible with the 
e n d  g o a l  o f  
i n f o r m a t i o n  
accumulation. In 
India and in other 
creating nations in 
Asia and the Pacific, in 
a n y  c a s e ,  t h e  
"unorganized" portion of 
t h e  e c o n o m y  n e a r l y  
approximates the ICLS idea of 
the casual area. The sloppy 
fragment is work serious and gives 
business to a sizable area of the populace. This 
paper looks at the issues of estimating the 
sloppy area and clarifies the approach taken by 
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studies have uncovered the huge number of laborers, in the Third World, endeavoring hard to get by on 
the their rewards for so much hard work outside the proper division of the economy. The formal casual 
division can be viewed as another minor departure from the dualism hypotheses of the past. In the 
frontier period a difference was built between an intrusive western industrialist area and a restricting 
eastern non-entrepreneur individuals' economy. In post-pioneer advancement hypothesis the idea of 
dualism was applied to the polarity of customary and current. As indicated by this view, the rustic 
farming request was still overwhelmingly pre-entrepreneur while the urban-based modern economy 
was depicted as industrialist. In the latest period of the dualism teaching private enterprise is the name 
of just the propelled fragment of the urban milieu: the proper area. The methods of creation in the 
lower monetary landscape, rather tentatively marked as non-industrialist, are described as the casual 
part.
 In operationalizing these minor departure from dualism, the complexities are more noteworthy 
than the particular attributes of each section. For example, it's totally ordinary to portray the casual 
part by summarizing the nonappearance of components found in the conventional division. Without a 
progressively expository definition, the scene of the casual area gets synonymous with the 
kaleidoscope of unregulated, inadequately talented and low-paid specialists. Featuring this sloppy 
grouping Keith Hart instituted the term 'casual economy' in 1971.
 There are various phrasings utilized so reciprocally to mean the chaotic area like casual 
segment, casual economy, and even casual work which regularly features the most influenced piece of 
the segment, to be specific, the work. "Casual work is a work whose utilization isn't represented either 
by state guidelines or by aggregate understandings among laborers and businesses."
 Easygoing work has, in different events, been viewed as work busy with urban little degree 
attempts, as autonomous work, as work busy with "standard activities", as totally clumsy work, and as 
work whose use isn't reliant upon any rules or norms. However, none of this has any strong applied or 
exploratory foundation. Easygoing quality doesn't recommend a particular mode or territory of work 
use; easygoing work can be in free work, in agreeable pay business, and in standard compensation 
work, likewise as it will in general be in urban similarly as in rural regions. There is little inspiration to 
accept that easygoing work must be bound to 'ordinary' and 'present day' works out.
 The more essential examination of masters, who have seen that the customary territory 
remained inaccessible for reasons other than the below average nature of the new urbanites' work, 
and their various flaws, rejects such a hopeful view. The mistake of the newcomers' undertakings to find 
stable, unassumingly paid and decent work is correct now due transcendently to an improvement 
strategy that, despite wealth supply, attempts to keep the expense of work as low as could be normal 
considering the present situation, allows no space for total movement to lessen these people's 
shortcoming and won't outfit this footloose workforce with open depiction. To lay it out simply, the 
nonappearance of enrollment, affiliation and protection doesn't have its motivation in the free play of 
social forces, yet it's the cognizant aftereffect of financial interests that benefit by the state of 
recognition where a wide extent of activities in all pieces of the economy are kept, methodicallly and for 
a tremendous extension, through shirking of work laws and expense evaluation.
 In all actuality, the easygoing part is certainly not an alternate and close circuit of work and 
work. There is the collaboration, between the formal and easygoing divisions, and dependence of the 
keep going on the past and even its subjection to it. By and by with the neo-liberal monetary 
methodologies there is the no matter how you look at it informalization of the correct part through 
down estimating, casualisation and contractualisation. In short the industrialist channels become 
progressively unrestrained and increasingly excessive by squeezing the presence blood of the working 
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force.

The Indian Scenario
 The Indian Economy is portrayed by the presence of a larger part of casual or sloppy work 
business. According to the Economic Survey 2007-08, 93% of India's workforce incorporate the 
independently employed and utilized in chaotic part. The Ministry of Labor, Government of India, has 
sorted the disorderly work power under four gatherings as far as Occupation, nature of business, 
uniquely bothered classifications and administration classifications.

In terms of Occupation:
 Small and marginal farmers, landless agricultural labourers, share croppers, fishermen, those 
engaged in animal husbandry, beedi rolling, labeling and packing, building and construction workers, 
leather workers, weavers, artisans, salt workers,  workers in brick kilns and stone quarries, workers in 
saw mills, oil mills etc. come under this category.

1.In terms of Nature of Employment:
 Attached agricultural labourers, bonded labourers, migrant workers, contract and casual 
labourers come under this.
2.In terms of Specially distressed categories:
Toddy tappers, Scavengers, Carriers of head loads, Drivers of animal driven vehicles, Loaders and 
unloaders come under this category.
3.In terms of Service categories:
 Midwives, Domestic workers, Fishermen and women, Barbers, Vegetable and fruit vendors, 
News paper vendors etc. belong to this category.
 Notwithstanding these four classes, there exists a huge area of sloppy work power, for example, 
shoemakers, Hamals, Handicraft craftsmans, Handloom weavers, Lady Tailors, Physically debilitated 
independently employed people, Rikshaw pullers, Auto drivers, Sericulture laborers, Carpenters, 
Tannery laborers, Power loom laborers and Urban poor. 
 The most recent report of the NSSO transferred by the end of May 2011 about the easygoing 
specialists in India between 2004-05 and 2009-10 contrasted with that of the period between 1999 – 
2000 and 2004-05 obviously shows that there is noteworthy increment in the quantity of easygoing 
laborers and decrease in the quantity of normal specialists. 
 This report shows a generous move between 1999-00 and 2009-10 in the structure of the work 
power which can be comprehensively isolated in to independently employed, normal, and easygoing 
specialists. (easygoing laborers are representatives who hate indistinguishable advantages and 
security from tenured workers. All day by day wage workers and a few classifications of agreement 
representatives are easygoing workers.)
 All these NSSO reports are clear confirmations to demonstrate that the work market of India has 
been experiencing enormous changes, including development of casual area exercises, disintegration 
in the nature of business (regarding professional stability, terms and conditions at work), Weakening of 
specialist associations and aggregate bartering organizations, stamped decrease in government 
managed savings and so forth. To a more noteworthy degree, this change could be identified with the 
progressing globalization process and the resultant endeavors with respect to businesses to limit the 
expense of creation to the most reduced levels. It is additionally obvious that the majority of these 
results are exceptionally associated and commonly fortifying. A closer investigation proposes that the 
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developing informalisation of work advertise has been key to the greater part of these changes, which 
entomb alia features the utility of understanding the development of sloppy area in India and its 
suggestions. 
 Many idea that India's development couldn't be blamed under any circumstance, and 
underestimated the authoritative adaptations and understandings for conceded. Presently it goes to a 
point that none of these can be underestimated. Development is moderate, expansion is auxiliary and 
structure of work isn't sufficient to take into account the developing work power.
Growing prominence of unorganized sector in India
 Prevalence of casual work has been one of the focal highlights of the work showcase situation in 
India. While the segment contributes around half of the GDP of the region, its predominance in the 
business front is with the end goal that over 90% of the all out workforce has been occupied with the 
casual economy. According to the most recent estimation of a Sub-panel of the National Commission 
for Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector (NCEUS), the commitment of chaotic segment to GDP is 
about half (NCEUS 2008). 

 This national level example of casual laborers involving around 90% of the workforce is pretty 
much comparable on account of the vast majority of the conspicuous states in the nation. Among the 
sloppy division laborers, an impressive extent (about 65%) is occupied with rural area, which thus 
shows the noticeable quality of rustic fragment in the casual economy.
 The development of formal work in the nation has consistently been not as much as that of 
complete business, demonstrating a quicker development of work in the casual division. Accessible 
information proposes that inside the proper segment likewise the extents of casual/chaotic specialists 
are on the expansion. For example, by giving an examination of the NSSO Employment Data for 55th 
and 61st Rounds (for 1999-2000 and 2004-05 individually) the NCEUS (2007) clarifies that the nation is 
at present in a condition of "informalisation of the proper segment", where the whole increment in the 
work in the sorted out part over this period has been casual in nature. 
 With the appearance of globalization and resultant revamping of creation binds prompted a 
circumstance where creation frameworks are getting progressively atypical and non-standard, 
including adaptable workforce, occupied with transitory and low maintenance business, which is seen 
to a great extent as a measure received by the businesses to lessen work cost even with firm challenge. 
Almost certainly, it clearly demonstrates that these adaptable specialists in the new casual economy 
are profoundly powerless as far as professional stability and social security, as they are not inferring any 
of the social insurance measures stipulated in the current work enactments. The frailties and 
vulnerabilities of this cutting edge casual segment work are on the ascent, as there is an obvious 
nonappearance of laborer activation and sorted out aggregate haggling in these fragments attributable 
to a large number of reasons.
 The disturbing extension of casual segment, as of late, has antagonistically influenced business 
and salary security for the bigger lion's share of the workforce, alongside a checked decrease in the size 
of social welfare/security program. 
 In our "worldwide" urban areas, for example, Bangalore, which are being show-cased as the 
new essences of a rich and energetic India, there are lakhs of individuals who depend on difficult work 
for their own business. The housemaids, security protects, development laborers, article of clothing 
laborers, shoemakers, beedi laborers, agarbati laborers, drivers and numerous others have a totally 
different story to tell. Their salaries have not developed at the stunning pace of their managers; to be 
sure balanced for swelling their earnings have regularly fallen throughout the last two and half 
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decades, driving them into more profound destitution.

The major characteristics of the unorganized workers:
џ The sloppy work is overpowering as far as its number range and along these lines they are ubiquitous 

all through India. 
џ As the chaotic part experiences patterns of over the top regularity of business, lion's share of the 

disorderly laborers doesn't have stable tough roads of work. Indeed, even the individuals who have 
all the earmarks of being unmistakably utilized are not beneficially and considerably utilized, 
demonstrating the presence of camouflaged joblessness.

џ The working environment is dispersed and divided.
џ There is no proper manager – representative relationship
џ In provincial regions, the disorderly work power is exceptionally stratified on rank and network 

contemplations. In urban territories while such contemplations are substantially less, it can't be said 
that it is out and out missing as the main part of the disorderly laborers in urban regions are 
essentially vagrant specialists from rustic regions.

џ Workers in the disorderly division are typically dependent upon obligation and servitude as their 
small pay can't meet with their vocation needs.

џ The sloppy laborers are dependent upon abuse altogether by the remainder of the general public. 
They get poor working conditions particularly compensation much underneath that in the proper 
division, in any event, for intently practically identical employments, ie, where work efficiency are 
the same. The work status is of substandard nature of work and sub-par terms of business, both 
compensation and work.

џ Crude creation innovations and medieval creation relations are wild in the disorderly area, and they 
don't allow or urge the laborers to soak up and absorb higher advancements and better creation 
relations. Enormous scope numbness and lack of education and constrained presentation to the 
outside world are likewise answerable for such poor ingestion.

џ The unorganized workers do not receive sufficient attention from the trade unions.
џ Inadequate and insufficient work laws and benchmarks identifying with the chaotic area.

SOCIAL SECURITY MEASURES:
 It is appropriately obvious that when free India's constitution was drafted, standardized savings 
was exceptionally remembered for List III to Schedule VII of the constitution and it was made as the 
simultaneous duty of the focal and state governments. Various mandate standards of state approach 
identifying with parts of government disability were fused in the Indian constitution. The activities as 
Acts, for example, the Workmen's Compensation Act (1923), the Industrial Disputes Act (1947), the 
Employees State Insurance Act (1948), the Minimum Wages Act (1948), the Coal Mines Provident 
Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act (1948), The Employees Provident Fund and Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act (1952), the Maternity Benefit Act (1961), the Seamen's Provident Fund Act (1966), the 
Contract Labor Act (1970), the Payment of Gratuity Act (1972), the Building and Construction Workers 
Act (1996) and so forth uncover the consideration given to the composed specialists to accomplish 
various types of government managed savings and welfare benefits. In spite of the fact that it has been 
contended that the above Acts are straightforwardly and by implication pertinent to the laborers in the 
chaotic area additionally, their commitment is truly immaterial to the sloppy specialists.
 Inspite of the way that very little has been done in giving government disability spread to the 
rustic poor and the chaotic work power, the nation has made some start toward that path. Both the 
focal and state governments have planned certain particular plans to help disorderly specialists which 
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flop in meeting with the genuine needs and necessities of the chaotic area work power. 
 This turns out to be clear in any event, when the exceptionally broadcasted National Rural 
Employment Guarantee Act - 2005 (NREGA), however it is a leap forward, doesn't have basic 
compensation in various states and breaking points itself just to hundred day's worth of effort for those 
enlisted laborer under the Act. Shouldn't something be said about the remainder of the days in multi 
year? According to this Act, the work ensure applies in provincial regions just, shouldn't something be 
said about the urban poor?

CONCLUSION:
 Truth be told a complete Act, obliging the security needs of the sloppy area, for example, Food, 
Nutrition, Health, Housing, Employment, Income, Life and mishap, and mature age stays a fantasy in 
India. Still the calls of the sloppy segment goes unattended with the legislatures laying red floor 
coverings for the corporates thus called financial specialists to the detriment and penance of the 
common laborers.
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